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Q1 Please select which of the following course modalities/formats you
have taken at MCCC. Select all that apply.
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Face-to-face synchronous: students are required to come to campus for all scheduled class times.

Online (L)- asynchronous: no on-campus requirement, no specific meeting time.

Blended (B)- synchronous and asynchronous: some online/virtual component; students may be required to meet at
some or all scheduled class times, face-to-face on campus or remotely such as in a virtual classroom.
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Q2 Please rank your preferred course modality/format at MCCC. A rank of
1 is most preferred and a rank of 4 is least preferred.
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Face-to-face synchronous: students are required to come to campus for all
scheduled class times.

Online (L)- asynchronous: no on-campus requirement, no specific meeting time.

Blended (B)- synchronous and asynchronous: some online/virtual component;
students may be required to meet at some or all scheduled class times, face-to-
face on campus or remotely such as in a virtual classroom.
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Q3 Please briefly describe why your rankings in question 2. For example,
why did you select your most and least preferred modality/format?

Answered: 329 Skipped: 41

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I work part time and live 30 minutes from MCCC so taking online courses work the best for
me.

3/28/2022 7:41 PM

2 There are positives and negatives about all options. I love face-to-face because I feel as if
teachers are more helpful in a classroom. Of course, life is busy and not everyone has time for
in person classes. Online helps because I can work and have a social life along with getting
my schooling done. However, straight online classes are quite hard for me to learn in because
you mostly teach yourself. Blended is most likely the best way to go about classes. You get
the benefits of both while not reaping the negatives of either too harshly.

3/28/2022 7:11 PM

3 Because I work full time, have 2 kids, and the usual meeting times do not fit my schedule. 3/28/2022 4:01 PM

4 Because of a hectic work schedule (working two jobs with one being on California time), I am
unable to attend traditional classes. Being able to complete my degree online has been helpful.
Had they been on campus, I would not have even attended as it would have been impossible.

3/27/2022 7:39 PM

5 I am a dual enrollment student, so I don't have the means to travel up to campus. 3/27/2022 5:59 PM

6 It depends what is going on in life at the time and scheduling with work affects my preference. 3/27/2022 2:26 PM

7 I put Online in one because I think the student has more freedom with heir time also they have
the topics and what they learned in class in the platform if they want to review it, I put in
second place the face to face because I think is more interactive with the students and they
feel more in touch with their classmates and with their teachers and blended in third because I
think that students need to organize more their time and adapt their days to their schedule of
their classes.

3/27/2022 1:41 PM

8 Face to face is much easier to learn and obtain information. Online is much more difficult for
me to do especially with the drafting class I was taking.

3/26/2022 3:35 PM

9 online is best because i do not have to go anywhere to complete the class. Blended is the
worst because when you actually have to go into class it seems unregular and long

3/25/2022 6:19 PM

10 Online is just easier for me with my job because I can't drive yet. It would be difficult with the
other two options to get there.

3/25/2022 12:16 PM

11 I prefer the blended option because it allows me to interact with classmates in a more normal
setting while still being able to work around my disability online.

3/24/2022 11:31 PM

12 Work Schedule 3/24/2022 11:17 PM

13 I learn better in-person, and I feel like it allows for better discussion. However, I don't like the
back and forth between in -person and online, and as a dual-enrollment student, it's difficult to
schedule classes that are blended as they generally tend to interfer with my high school
schedule.

3/24/2022 8:02 PM

14 I work full-time in the mornings. Online allows me the ability to still attend classes. I'm still
panicked about one class in particular that never offers online and is only available in the
mornings. How am I going to be able to take that required course???

3/24/2022 4:14 PM

15 It is so challenging to learn online. It is basically having an instructor give you work and telling
you to teach yourself. That is no way to learn and advance your knowledge. Students need to
be taught in full. Online is just way too hard and makes you feel alone in struggling to
understand what we are supposed to be learning.

3/24/2022 9:58 AM

16 My work schedule makes it impossible to do otherwise 3/23/2022 3:02 PM

17 As an older student with a family and a job, I like the flexibility of the option of being in class. I 3/23/2022 9:29 AM
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do learn better face to face, but sometimes life happens. So as long as I get caught up on the
work.

18 My school hours tend to fall either in the very early morning hours or in the afternoon. As a
busy mom, I need a versatile schedule and the flexibility of online school is so helpful. I doubt
I would be able to manage my classes without the online option.

3/23/2022 8:21 AM

19 online is easier for me because of my work schedule 3/23/2022 7:26 AM

20 I really enjoy doing my school work on my own time, not having to drive to campus. 3/22/2022 11:17 PM

21 I have a full time job. I have a family to support and bills to pay and I don't have the luxury to
only attend school.

3/22/2022 11:33 AM

22 Face to face is easier for me to grasp concepts and understanding material 3/22/2022 11:25 AM

23 My most preferred was because I am able to work more and not be as stressed. My least is
because I still work and it’s a lot

3/22/2022 11:20 AM

24 I feel that generally face-to-face is the easiest way to learn. You get more teacher-student and
student-student interaction. I prefer online the least to all of the types because it is generally
harder to learn for me this way. I think that with the course that I am taking, CIS 130, there
isn't really a need to go into a classroom very much, but with other classes, being inside of a
classroom and having more student-teacher and student-student interaction helps to have
greater success in a college course.

3/22/2022 10:41 AM

25 With working full time it gives the ability to work when you can. 3/22/2022 10:36 AM

26 I learn best with face to face and I learn the worst when it is completely online. Being face to
face gives me more motivation and helps me stay on track.

3/22/2022 9:34 AM

27 I am a manager and typically work 50-60 hours. I don't get home until 7 or 8 at night most
nights so a traditional in class education is not an option for me anymore.

3/21/2022 6:45 PM

28 As a Michigan Reconnect student with full time employment, online classes are the only way
that I am able to attend.

3/21/2022 4:37 PM

29 Online is most convenient with my home life. I am able to complete assignments at the time of
day that works best with my schedule.

3/21/2022 3:44 PM

30 You are able to engage more with a professor face to face rather than online or blended. 3/21/2022 2:52 PM

31 I need to be able to do online classes with my children and their activities to be able to
complete my degree. I also have a hard time focusing in a classroom and with online courses I
can take breaks as needed to be successful.

3/21/2022 1:45 PM

32 I learn better in person. 3/21/2022 1:29 PM

33 i enjoy online learning the most because with schedules these days it is hard to make it to the
building, i struggled with this years ago when i attended. it can be frustrating for some, and
was for me at first, but the best option for a full schedule.

3/21/2022 1:00 PM

34 I live thirty minutes away from campus, so taking all online or blended limits the amount of
time that I need to drive each week. This has helped quite a bit with classes that fit the online
format, such as English and history, so I have been fine with that format in the past. My future
classes may benefit from being blended for certain activities or meetings to discuss difficult
topics. Face to face requires more scheduling, and if classes are offered 4 hours apart on the
same day, I have to remain on campus, change my work schedule, and find an efficient use
for that down time.

3/21/2022 12:02 PM

35 Based on the history of the last two years, and current events overseas, it appears "Covid" will
be back in the Fall as all viruses are. Also, as current news of the reappearance of Dr. Flip
Flop Fauchi and his "threats" that we may be back in masks soon, I personally would just
rather stay blended. I can't suffocate in a mask all day and try to see though my fogged
glasses. Why start something in person again, only to end up right where we are now? At least
with blended classes, I can be in the comfort of my home to learn and breathe, BUT have the
option to come to campus should I require additional assistance. I am studying Computer
Science, there really is no reason for me to be in a classroom setting. Gas prices are no joke
either.

3/21/2022 10:58 AM
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36 My most preferred format is online, as the Brightspace platform is one that is used at my high
school (Michigan Virtual Charter Academy) and the one I am most comfortable using.

3/21/2022 10:43 AM

37 I feel that it is the easiest to learn and ask questions during face to face learning while online
learning is easier to fit into my busy schedule and blended I have not tried before in any form
of schooling.

3/20/2022 1:34 PM

38 convenience. being able to do my course work at my pace and on my schedule is very
important to me

3/20/2022 11:17 AM

39 I love face to face classes because I am the type of person who likes to stay organized and
with a schedule. Also I felt like it was much easier to learn face to face instead of online, it
was easier to communicate with the teachers and a little easier to connect with the teachers.
Blended was my second choice because we at least met one day during the week, this
allowed for me to ask the questions I have came up with during the rest of the week. Online
made me feel like I didn't have a schedule to follow and I felt so disorganized. Also I found it
harder to learn this way.

3/20/2022 9:18 AM

40 I work full time and it is easier to have online with no on-campus requirement and or specific
meeting time.

3/20/2022 12:02 AM

41 Sometimes driving and transportation can be problematic, I like blended/online courses to
avoid this problem. I really like online, the only reason I rank blended first is because
communication and questions with the professor becomes slightly easier to comprehend.

3/19/2022 9:39 PM

42 Im not a social person tbh 3/19/2022 5:14 PM

43 I have bad anxiety so face to face learning is a big no to me. I know in the future I will have to
take face to face classes, but if I can avoid it, I am all for it.

3/18/2022 11:18 PM

44 online is my most preferred because I have to go to work and it's more convenient, but face-to-
face classes also help me understand the material better than online.

3/18/2022 6:21 PM

45 I learn the best in face to face, however during the pandemic I would look for blended as they
offered similar, yet reduced, benefit.

3/18/2022 12:56 PM

46 I don't have a car available at all times, so being online with no in-person requirement is best
for me. It also has just the right combination of structure and freedom for me to be able to work
efficiently, without stressing myself.

3/18/2022 12:22 PM

47 I've been accustomed to online classes for a bit over a year by now, so I'm most comfortable
with it. I haven't done blended courses yet, so that's why they're on the bottom

3/18/2022 12:13 PM

48 I chose Blended as my first choice because I am able to receive some in-class instruction,
while still maintaining a fairly open schedule for parenting and working. My second choice is to
be completely online and that is again because of the ability to keep an open schedule. Having
to be in-class for every class would make going to school full time as a single working mother
extremely hard for me. Almost impossible actually.

3/18/2022 9:58 AM

49 Personally, I like the all asynchronous, not only is it helping with my schedule outside of
school but it is easier for me to focus on my own work and scheduled work. I like the trainings
that it gives us as well.

3/18/2022 8:58 AM

50 I prefer to learn certain subjects in person, hands on learning is easier for me. But I also work
full time and have two children so the convenience of having the online option has made it
possible for me to go back to school.

3/17/2022 10:09 PM

51 I made online my first choice because I prefer having more freedom. I like getting my work
done on my own time and not having to show up at a certain time. I made blended my second
choice because while it does require showing up to class, it isn’t required every week.

3/17/2022 9:21 PM

52 It is easier to do online because I work a full-time schedule and am not able to change my
work schedule to go to school.

3/17/2022 8:55 PM

53 Work schedule 3/17/2022 6:43 PM

54 For me online classes work the best because it is more convenient to keep a steady job while
still attending college. I've been able to work amazing hours and get the money I need to
sustain the expenses of my bills.

3/17/2022 6:14 PM
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55 I selected number 1 better because it helps me to concentrate in school, not at home. Also,
it's easier to give the teacher a assignment, and going to school is being more active not
staying at home.

3/17/2022 4:16 PM

56 So, for face to face is a good choice because I can see people front of me talking not staying
home doing online work.

3/17/2022 4:10 PM

57 I do not learn well online. It is very hard for me to focus as well as actually get my work done.
Hybrid is nice because it provides the teaching part, but if the assignments are online, it works
out great since I commute. I did this last semester and it was really nice. In person is my first
choice just because I am more of a hands-on learner, but hybrid is okay too. Just not online.

3/17/2022 2:39 PM

58 I rather do face to face because of running into problems with the math. I don't like the online
classes because I can't get the help that I need

3/17/2022 11:36 AM

59 I selected it being the most preferred because I have a full time job and my son full time. So
me being able to do online schooling is the best option for me.

3/17/2022 10:06 AM

60 I prefer online classes. Will take as many as possible. It allows me more class available during
times that work for me. I also prefer to have control over when to do class work instead of
designated class times. I do not do well with in person classes. I on average get 1 to 2 grades
higher for the semester in classes I take online vs in person.

3/17/2022 9:49 AM

61 Most homework is online anyway so I would rather just have like one class a week for a
lecture and question, and then we do our homework at home. I chose face to face second
because this is the best way oof learning the material for real and taking it in with a deep
understanding. Online I put third because it is really hard to understand some content without
the help of a teacher even if you can email or message them.

3/16/2022 10:00 PM

62 I work 40 hours a week full time and going to school full time. It's the only way im able to
graduate when im able to.

3/16/2022 9:21 PM

63 I chose face to face as my least favorite because my schedule is very busy and to try and do
classes face to face or even with specific meeting times is very hard for me, online schooling
is so much easier simply because I can make everything according to my schedule and
everything can be fit in.

3/16/2022 6:31 PM

64 In person is of course in first, but I still, for some reason prefer Online (asynchronous) to
Blended (like Zoom meetings).

3/16/2022 5:24 PM

65 I picked online as my preferred format due to that I'm employed full time and a family of 5.
This gives me time to fit in my school in the necessary time slot available in my life. It would
be a lot harder for me to attend if I wasn't able to do online.

3/16/2022 3:00 PM

66 I am a dual enrollment student and it is easier for me to do work online but I also have never
had face to face schooling at the college.

3/16/2022 2:40 PM

67 Blended works best for me personally because most work is done at home but having a class
or two helps in the case of needing extra help.

3/16/2022 1:44 PM

68 I don't like being all-online because I don't get to meet my professor 3/16/2022 1:18 PM

69 I personally like all the forms of classes. I prefer online because having a child, it makes it a
lot easier to be able to attend school and go to work. However, I truly believe that it is easier to
learn in a physical classroom with a professor versus by myself at home.

3/16/2022 12:26 PM

70 I think I speak for most, especially when dealing with higher credited hour classes, that face to
face is the best way of learning and understanding. It also creates a better sense of discipline
from student to professor and eliminates a lot of need to self-teach topics.

3/16/2022 11:22 AM

71 i picked online for most preferred because it works best for me. i picked blended for my
second choice because it can work best for everyone. everyone has the option to go to class
or stay home.

3/16/2022 10:54 AM

72 With mine and my husband's work schedule and the children, online works best for our family. 3/16/2022 10:40 AM

73 I do best with a face to face class knowing I am able to understand better and hear people ask
questions that I might have too, but I am doing better than I thought I would in an all
asynchronous class with understanding the material and having access to a discussion thread
for questions and concerns.

3/16/2022 10:12 AM
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74 I learn best with a face to face instructor to answer my questions. The online- class that I have
taken was not the greatest experience for me. My instructor did not send us lectures. We were
instructed to read the text book, do assignments, and take exams. It was a struggle for me to
do this. In-person classes offer actual lectures that teaches me the material and allows me to
actually learn. I feel like I have to be my own teacher online.

3/16/2022 9:27 AM

75 The blended allows for pre recorded lecture helps if you have to work. Face-to-face is fine.
Completely online is a third choice for me. I felt the syllabus was incomplete without the
instructor leaving an intro video for expectations not listed on the syllabus. I think an intro
video to a class online only with no scheduled time should have a mandatory introduction
video.

3/16/2022 9:10 AM

76 they make the format very easy to understand and work with you while having a busy
work/family life.

3/16/2022 6:45 AM

77 because I will not make time for a online or virtual class. 3/16/2022 5:17 AM

78 I selected these because as a busy college student, it is easier for me to complete blended
classes as opposed to fully on campus. I'm able to understand material and still be able to
work full time. Having blended classes has helped me immensely.

3/15/2022 11:56 PM

79 I live 30 minutes away and feel as though some content isn't necessary to drive to class for. if
we could take exams from home during covid, why must we transition back to in person only?
for exam reviews, the content is useful and appreciated but could be done online or zoom. for
classes that rely heavily on powerpoint lectures, just transition to online or zoom classes.
having blended classes was very beneficial for me with less cost and having more time to
work on assignments/studying at home instead of having an hour round trip on top of class
time. the content was fresh in my mind and I could immediately begin reviewing and organizing
my own notes.

3/15/2022 10:48 PM

80 I am a stay at home mom and being able to access my education online is almost a necessity
for me. I have loved my in person classes but it has been a real struggle being able to be a
good mom and make it to my classes. An online option for my classes would have really
helped me be more focused and less worried about where my kids were or what i would do if
they got sick or the sitter cancelled.

3/15/2022 9:06 PM

81 My rankings were done the way they were because my preferred class modality has always
been in person, but due to COVID-19 I feel more comfortable with online classes for the time
being. Mixed classes just seem messy to me though I have never actually had one so ranking
it would be difficult to do.

3/15/2022 9:05 PM

82 I have a full time job. Some of the face to face classes I need are not offered in the evenings.
If able to do online, I am able to work at my pace.

3/15/2022 8:57 PM

83 I would prefer to do online classes because I feel like they are better for me. I could do
blended classes but I would prefer online. I would not like Face-to-Face because I do not do
well around people I do not know and I get very anxious and do not focus as much. I also like
online because I have lots of copies of notes and I can print them out and reveiw them as
much as needed.

3/15/2022 8:30 PM

84 As a student with a chronic illness and disability, the ability to meet remotely is appreciated
greatly. I enjoy face-to-face learning more than online, but the choice to be in person when I
am healthy, and online when I'm sick is perfect for my everchanging life.

3/15/2022 7:56 PM

85 I chose online as my preferred format because it allows me to work at my own pace, and on
my own time. Blended would be second best with the hopes that mandatory meeting would not
be frequent. If it weren't for the opportunity to earn my degree completely online, I would not
have been able to attend MCCC.

3/15/2022 7:55 PM

86 Face-to-face is the best in forms of communication and actual learning, plus having resources
in seeing and asking direct questions to the professor along with interacting with classmates.
Blended is next because it is nice to not have to go to campus all the time and some aspects
are at the students own pace depending on the class plus being able to see and communicate
with classmates and professors. Online is least for me because it is not the best for actual
learning and understanding of things, there is a kind of "cut off" from the rest of everything and
everyone, it is not so easy to ask and get answers to questions. It is convenient for busy
lives, but not the best for the actual learning aspects of a class.

3/15/2022 4:59 PM
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87 I like having blended classes because they work best with my busy schedule, but I need that
face to face interaction with the teacher and students. its a perfect balance of class time and
d=time do do things on my own

3/15/2022 4:47 PM

88 Online classes are easier with my schedule. I work 8-5pm Monday-Friday so I would not be
able to go to school if it is face-to-face

3/15/2022 4:46 PM

89 I really like online because it allows be to do my classes on my own time but always getting
them done by the due dates. I also like it because it is not as stressful as being in an in
person class

3/15/2022 4:36 PM

90 Even though I haven't taken any face-to-face classes, I will always prefer them because I learn
more in class. I also preferred online classes better than my blended because since we did
everything online, the zooms were not beneficial in any way.

3/15/2022 4:33 PM

91 Online is so much more convenient! Face-to-face can take a lot of juggling to schedule around
work. Then, sometimes, you have to beg the manager to get your schedule rearranged for
classes!

3/15/2022 4:17 PM

92 I have really enjoyed my face-to-face courses in my early childhood classes, however, I loved
having the option to be online. It is so much easier to have the option to be online, especially
with core classes such as math or science credits.

3/15/2022 4:02 PM

93 Online -no specific meeting time makes it easier to fit classes into my busy schedule. 3/15/2022 4:00 PM

94 I prefer online only but some classes do require more guidance from a teacher so its safer to
say blended just in case there is a need for more teaching support. Also provides a little more
flexibility needed for work and home life.

3/15/2022 3:44 PM

95 Face to face synchronous and online are tied but I like face to face because it's more Hands-
On. But I also like online because I can do it in the comfort of my own home and I can do it
whenever I want as long as it's before the deadline.

3/15/2022 3:37 PM

96 For most preferred I chose blended because you can go to the classes, see the online aspect
of school, and if you are sick or something you can join a zoom. For least preferred I chose
totally virtual. It's still good but face to face really engages the listener to comprehend the work
better.

3/15/2022 2:51 PM

97 I am not a big fan of face to face classes because I get very distracted easily. I like online
classes because I do not get distracted as easily and I am able to get all my work done before
anyone in my family gets home from work and school. I like blended classrooms because I
like that I am able to zoom with my professor and not have to deal with other students around
me.

3/15/2022 2:08 PM

98 I feel more comfortable in my own home when Im working around my own schedule, I can do
homework and then quickly go play basketball or watch a movie.

3/15/2022 2:05 PM

99 LOCATION OF HOME TO SCHOOL AND WORK SCHEDULE. ONLINE MAKES IT EASIEST
FOR TRAVEL AND SCHEDULE.

3/15/2022 1:42 PM

100 I prefer face-to-face synchronous because I feel more involved with my studies and can
actually have more of a sense back to traditional ways. The format that I like the least is just
all online. I feel like it's not the right fit for me in a sense that I can't enjoy the human
interaction of actually going to class by just going through the motions of an all online class.

3/15/2022 1:15 PM

101 I like the idea of having more in person classes because I am able to understand the material
better. If I do not know how to do something, I am able to talk to the professor right then,
instead of waiting for them to respond to an email.

3/15/2022 1:12 PM

102 I love lectures at home, I find it easier to retain the info and follow the discussion 3/15/2022 1:10 PM

103 Taking online classes has been crucial for me. I'm able to work the hours needed for me to
have the amount of money I need to stay on my feet while getting my degree. In person
classes fall in the time frame of my work schedule and if it weren't for online classes I wouldn't
have the money I need to be stable.

3/15/2022 1:03 PM

104 I would have to say Blended (B) would be the modality that I would prefer the most in
comparison to the other two options. Myself along with many of my classmates personally
believe we learn better on campus, and will have fun doing so as we have been at home for too
long. This would be also be a great way to get students back on campus and hopefully boost

3/15/2022 12:52 PM
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different events attendances. Additionally, of course a lot of students have jobs, many other
classes, kids, etc. With that being said, blended would be a great option as it gives the student
flexibility with their own schedule while also allowing the student to succeed in his/her/their
class.

105 I don't have to drive and I learn better on my own. In person stresses me out more and I don't
learn as easily

3/15/2022 12:41 PM

106 I chose blended first I do like the face to face and do the work online 3/15/2022 11:53 AM

107 I'm a reconnect student, mother, and full time employee... having more online, blended options
is best for my schedule. Evening classes would be nice too.

3/15/2022 11:50 AM

108 I really like having the opportunity to have 1 on 1 time with professors. Sometimes, when
classes are all online, it is hard to ask questions or get clarification on projects.

3/15/2022 11:49 AM

109 I work a full time job in Ann Arbor, am a single mom and also an older student. Online works
best for me especially since a lot of the classes I need for my degree are normally day time
classes.

3/15/2022 11:30 AM

110 Online alone is difficult to stay focused in after long periods, whereas if a class is blended,
transport and fare is reduced, and as such, more can be done in a day. Having an option to
come in to class is nice. but the option to avoid COVID is always good

3/15/2022 11:11 AM

111 The flexibility online offers is what makes it my number 1. Face to face is second because it
was nice to get to know my teacher. Blended third because I have not taken any.

3/15/2022 11:09 AM

112 I love the flexibility of online learning. I also like the blend of Zoom classes and online learning.
I prefer not having to be in class in person.

3/15/2022 10:05 AM

113 I feel like I learn better online, and I feel like blended is a little too convoluted. 3/15/2022 9:59 AM

114 I perform much better in person and learn much better as well 3/15/2022 9:57 AM

115 I travel quite a bit, so I like to not have to worry about when I have classes or lectures when I
have to be somewhere else. When taking online courses, it is easier for me to be where I need
to be and still be able to get some course work done.

3/15/2022 9:02 AM

116 I can only take online classes. Coming to campus is not an option for me. 3/15/2022 8:36 AM

117 Personally, I prefer online and face to face equally. They both have positives that I appreciate.
I think in my current situation, however, online is preferable because I live around a half hour
from the campus. I would rack up gas prices with that distance.

3/15/2022 8:11 AM

118 work fulltime, like being able to do homework at my pace 3/15/2022 8:04 AM

119 The more remote options for me the better as I work full time hospital day shift which makes
attending in-person classes difficult.

3/14/2022 11:34 PM

120 Personally, I work best inside of classroom, face to face classroom working. Working online
tends to work best with my schedule but is harder to learn criteria.

3/14/2022 10:56 PM

121 My preferred choice of instruction is a blended format. I like the flexibility of being able to do
some work from home, but also having guidance from the instructor. My least preferred method
is completely online. This is especially true for math. The lack of in-person instruction for this
type of class at times makes it difficult to fully understand the concepts being taught in the on-
line instruction.

3/14/2022 9:38 PM

122 I like the flexibility of online and blended classes for my own schedule. 3/14/2022 8:56 PM

123 Blended was a better learning experience because I would watch the online lectures and then
during lecture time instead of listening to the professor lecture again we applied the information
which helped me understand it better.

3/14/2022 7:57 PM

124 I prefer online courses as they are more or less self-paced (from my experience), and I don't
have to go through the hassle of doing presentations. I then prefer face-to-face learning as my
2nd option. IF it were a really difficult course face-to-face would probably be my number one
choice as it's easier to retain and understand, but I have high functioning social anxiety and so
classroom settings can be quite overwhelming and uncomfortable for me. I put blended
classes for my least liked one. I very much dislike blended. Blended classes are almost
chaotic, and zooms can be hard to keep up on. If it was a classroom type blended I wouldn't

3/14/2022 7:51 PM
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like it since it would take longer for me to get used to seeing these people in a classroom (due
to less meetings).

125 I ranked asynchronous classes as my third choice because it’s hard to complete this type of
course with a professor who lacks communication skills, especially when help is needed. In
person classes are my favorite because it is easier to absorb information when presented in
person.

3/14/2022 7:40 PM

126 I selected online as my most preferred because of the flexibility it allows me to have in my
schedule. I selected blended as my second favorite because it gives me the experience of
seeing an instructor to ask questions while having some time to do the class online as well. I
selected in person as my least favorite because of the lack of flexibility in schedule it causes.

3/14/2022 7:35 PM

127 I prefer online because it works better with my work schedule and the least is because I am
not able to always go to class.

3/14/2022 7:17 PM

128 Face to face is the least for having to wear a mask. Online and blended are nice because you
cant miss or be late to class if something comes up, the course schedule is there and you can
get a head if you want.

3/14/2022 7:15 PM

129 It is harder to stay focused with less interactive learning. 3/14/2022 5:58 PM

130 I have four children and no one to watch them while I am in class therefore, I wouldn't be able
to finish my degree.

3/14/2022 5:52 PM

131 The wide availability of online classes has allowed me to pursue a degree while still being
employed full time.

3/14/2022 5:50 PM

132 Without online options I would not be able to attend classes at MCCC. It would be impossible
with my work schedule and disabilities, and I would need to consider other schools that can
offer that option.

3/14/2022 5:48 PM

133 Blended is good for harder classes, online is good for classes already taught online 3/14/2022 5:41 PM

134 I learn best in person. Switching from face to face to some online is a lot for me to get use too. 3/14/2022 5:28 PM

135 being online allows for my work schedule to be open and still allow for me to be successful at
college.

3/14/2022 4:57 PM

136 Online is nice for people who have strict work schedule, but in person can also be fun, and
sociable

3/14/2022 4:09 PM

137 I selected Face-to-Face as my first place winner because I personally prefer being able to
have a set time to focus on the class, and it makes it easier to become more educated on the
topic. I selected Online as a second place winner because if the option isn't available to be
face to face than I can do my classes at my own leisure, granted the work for the week is
posted. Finally I selected blended as my last place winner because I feel as if there is a lack
of organization and trying to decide what work to do in class and what work to do in person on
the teachers behalf that makes it slightly more difficult to learn the content.

3/14/2022 3:21 PM

138 I prefer face to face instruction because that is where my learning abilities flourish most. I am
able to focus more and take in the information I need to retain. As a hands on and experiential
learner I find class time very important.

3/14/2022 3:12 PM

139 I prefer Blended because it gives me the flexibility of an Online class, but also gives me face-
to-face interaction with the instructor and other students. Online is nice, but sometimes I just
feel like I'm teaching myself with no instructor involvement.

3/14/2022 3:07 PM

140 Online is easiest to fit in to my schedule while working full time. 3/14/2022 2:35 PM

141 I have 6 kids under 12 at home and a full time career at La-Z-Boy. There's no way I'd be able to
manage in person full time. Even a weekly/monthly in person requirement would be incredibly
difficult to pull off and would take away time I could spend with my family.

3/14/2022 10:15 AM

142 I feel that online lets you go at your own pace. However, face-to-face would help keeping up
with work. Personally I think that blended is sometimes complicated.

3/14/2022 8:26 AM

143 Online classes, especially for my program are extremely difficult to do from home. Although I
can reach out to my teacher, it's extremely easy to get distracted with other things outside of

3/13/2022 5:34 PM
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class room time. With dedicated time in a classroom with a teacher, the program would be
much easier to work through and focus primarily on without outside distractions.

144 I like some form of classroom contact with a professor more than none, but sometimes driving
to campus for everything is too much

3/12/2022 5:34 PM

145 I love the convenience of working at my own pace. It is very beneficial as being a single stay
at home mother of three kids - life isn't so planned. So it helps tremendously.

3/12/2022 12:01 AM

146 I learn best when face to face, it also helps with my procrastination habit when at home 3/11/2022 11:16 PM

147 Due to my Autism ability, online-asynchronous is my preferred learning format. (Sometimes
classrooms are sensory overload.) Plus, I like the flexibility of completing tasks at nights and
on weekends in the comfort of my home.

3/11/2022 5:56 PM

148 I prefer face to face because I get better grades and a better learning experience I greatly
dislike online and I don't really learn very well that way. Blended is okay I don't mind the way
my professor does zooms but the way some do I would not like.

3/11/2022 9:39 AM

149 As an older adult student, the online option is my preferred modality. With having a full time job
and young children, the flexibility of online is incredible. I chose blended last because I just
think that it would cause confusion keeping the schedule straight of when you have to be on
campus.

3/10/2022 6:14 PM

150 I am a working mother with two young children. It has been a struggle to find people that can
help me watch my children while I attend in person classes. My husband is working midnight
and he also is attending school.

3/10/2022 1:29 PM

151 Even though I have not had face-to-face classes, they are what make me thrive in the
classroom. Fully online classes have not worked for me before, and admittedly still aren't.
Blended courses are almost the same as fully online for me, as we only meet for ~1 hour per
week between 2 days of Zoom. Face-to-face keeps the student engaged and accountable for
their work, whereas I feel there is nothing comparable like that in regards to online or blended
courses.

3/10/2022 11:22 AM

152 I would honestly love to attend in person, but transportation has been difficult. I go online part
time but see a tutor once a week.

3/10/2022 11:18 AM

153 I like the flexibility that comes with blended classes, but fully online classes often lack to
much structure and is difficult to find effective help in areas of struggle

3/10/2022 10:46 AM

154 As someone with a full-time job, making time to attend classes in person is much more
difficult. If the class is during the day it requires a change in my work schedule which is not
always possible. On-line classes are much easier for me to make the time to work on. I can
get assignments done before and after work as well as on my lunch hour. A blended class with
limited required in person time is a happy medium in my opinion.

3/9/2022 10:06 PM

155 Online courses are much easier for a parent that works full time. It is too difficult to match a
work schedule with in-person learning schedules. It is easier to review a lecture pre-recorded
than it is to take notes.

3/9/2022 8:36 PM

156 Due to my work schedule and how it changes, online courses work best for me. I choose in
person as my second choice due to the fact that i like something that is stable and routine.
The blended is course that can cause me to miss and confuse things with my work schedule.

3/9/2022 4:56 PM

157 Online is the best for my schedule but face to face is better for my actual education. I can
focus better and pay more attention in class.

3/9/2022 3:17 PM

158 With a full time work schedule face to face seems almost impossible 3/9/2022 3:10 PM

159 I like the balance of the blended class best. My most preferred format is where the professor
has an in-person lecture once every week and an occasional Zoom in the same week if the
material is particularly difficult. The blended class preserves the classroom environment and
allows for more flexibility, unlike the other course types.

3/9/2022 2:50 PM

160 i like to be in person to interact with others and the face to face helps me focus and interact
the best.

3/9/2022 2:03 PM

161 Personally, as a middle college student, I am very busy with high school along with college.
Having a fully virtual class has worked in my favor, though I miss face-to-face. Blended seems

3/9/2022 1:12 PM
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like it would get very confusing and personally is not my favorite. Overall, I really enjoy the
scheduling freedom that comes with online classes but I do miss having a proper instructor.

162 Being able to attend the blended classes has been amazing working around other classes and
work schedules. Having the option to come in as needed rather than sitting in a class through
lessons you may not be having issues with or classes that are delayed by other students
struggling, giving students that ability was great. Face-to-face is still better than not. No more
online. Zero consistency between methods of presenting material, resorting to Cengage in
other instances and just babysitting their email as the online institution teaches us instead yet
we have to pay for both… Instructors reusing old material with outdated information, just… no.
Please get people back in the classroom!

3/9/2022 12:28 PM

163 My rank depends on my limited language proficiency, and it is better to me taking time to
comprehend the assignments. I selected 1 in online classes because I can take longer to
understand and last option that will be face-to-face because I not feel confident enough to be in
a classroom.

3/9/2022 11:34 AM

164 I really like all three, but for me personally with my schedule and work. It would be best for
more online classes, but I wouldn’t mind face to face.

3/9/2022 10:44 AM

165 I find myself performing best in my blended business class that meets on campus once a
week, as there is enough time to finish my work during the week but there is also time to have
the curriculum explained to me and have any questions I have be able to be answered.

3/9/2022 10:39 AM

166 Works best for me and my work schedule. 3/9/2022 10:34 AM

167 The blended synchronous is my most preferred choice because I can get to do things on my
own time, but also learn from an in-person point of view, which is the best way I learn. It is a
win-win. Face-to-face synchronous is my second preferred choice because like I noted
previously, I learn my best from in-person instruction, and I also like in class participation and
the activities I will most likely be able to do with this option. Only problem is that the
scheduled times may or may not go with my schedule. Lastly, I chose Online for my third
choice because it would make me lose motivation (I know from experience since I was mainly
online all last year), and it would be harder to access help from a teacher.

3/9/2022 10:16 AM

168 because it is easiest for me to learn in that environment 3/9/2022 10:09 AM

169 As a full-time working adult, it is difficult come to campus. It is also difficult to find classes I
want to take available after 6pm. I enjoy being able to go my own pace, ensuring I complete
assignments on time without needing to come to a physical classroom. It is easier, more
convenient, and I am more successful with online classes. I do not feel the need to compete
with classmates, and remain motivated with taking online classes. I will try taking as many
online classes as I can.

3/9/2022 9:36 AM

170 I like blended the most because it allows the hybrid of flexibility while maintaining some of the
teacher-student connection Online has useful flexibility and can help those who need to travel
or can't always be available to a classroom, but is less student friendly otherwise Face to face
can be great with a good teacher, but otherwise can be a little rough. and mandatory classes
are rough on some people, but I feel that some people learn better in a class environment.

3/9/2022 5:21 AM

171 I work as I'm doing school. Blended and online works better for me than scheduled times. I still
want blended option because some class are just better with interaction between everyone.

3/9/2022 4:55 AM

172 Online classes are the best option for me. If I could be in a classroom at this time in my life, I
would. Blended classes may get confusing or be difficult for me.

3/8/2022 11:18 PM

173 I feel that learning in an in-person environment is the most beneficial form of learning for a
student. Blended offers some benefits that in-person learning does, but makes it seem so
impersonal at times. Online is most beneficial for a class you are capable of handling on your
own and on your own time. I prefer a blend of different types of classes. However, I prefer in-
person learning.

3/8/2022 11:01 PM

174 Online is much easier for me because I have a small child and full time job. 3/8/2022 7:00 PM

175 I like being in my own safe environment. It's easier for me as well with having a job and
balancing high school.

3/8/2022 5:54 PM

176 Online is the only format in which I'd be able to get my degree. As a working American with a
disability, I need flexibility in my learning schedule. I will often be reading coursework or

3/8/2022 5:40 PM
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completing assignments at odd hours of the day or night. This works for me, and without that
opportunity, I wouldn't be able to go to college at all.

177 I feel face-to-face is just another event to plan your life around. In Online Classes, you can
make your own hours of study.

3/8/2022 5:35 PM

178 Work full time and have a toddler 3/8/2022 4:07 PM

179 face to face is most effective. i can talk to teacher and other students. blendid is the worst. 3/8/2022 3:33 PM

180 Because of my work schedule, it is hard to get to the campus. 3/8/2022 3:01 PM

181 As for my most preferred format, I work full-time and only have specific availability for school.
I work on most of my classes starting at 5:00 am and finish what I was unable to get done
after work. If classes were all in person I may not be able to continue my education.

3/8/2022 1:31 PM

182 I like the online learning platforms more because one its nice to not commute to school
everyday. I also like being able to do stuff on my own time and find I'm very good eat
managing time with online classes .

3/8/2022 1:00 PM

183 I prefer online because the campus is about 30 min of a drive. I still enjoy being in class, just
don't like the long drive.

3/8/2022 12:32 PM

184 im okay at online but i do prefer face to face or a mix of the too. 3/8/2022 12:21 PM

185 I prefer face-to-face learning because it is harder to focus at home. 3/8/2022 11:29 AM

186 Personally, traditional face-to-face instruction benefits me the most because professors are
able to reiterate what they said, working with peers is easier, and questions are able to be
answered almost immediately. The blended setting is second because it offers almost the
same benefits as face-to-face, but it offers less peer interaction. Online is last because it
offers almost none of the benefits of the other two options. Any questions for the professor are
emailed, so answers are not always clear and given in a timely manner. There is almost no
peer interaction at all, except discussions boards which a large number of professors do not
use anyway.

3/8/2022 9:49 AM

187 Online works with my schedule better, gives me more time to study and finish work. Better
attention retention for online vs in class.

3/8/2022 8:57 AM

188 I'm a hands-on person. I asked for an in-class face-to-face course. 3/7/2022 10:53 PM

189 Blended classes are not ideal because it is less clear what material the students are
responsible for and what material is supposed to be covered in lecture. Online classes are fine
for some humanities and social sciences, but hard sciences and mathematics courses need to
have the option of in-person learning.

3/7/2022 10:22 PM

190 as an adult student, online courses allow me to create a study schedule that works for me 3/7/2022 9:00 PM

191 Since I have a special needs child that requires hectic unpredictable schedule at times, I
chose online courses as the fit best and allow me to do my work at a convenient time for me.
Blended was an obvious second choice as it allowed me some flexibility. Face to face is not
really an option at this time that is why that was last.

3/7/2022 5:41 PM

192 So I can take more classes at one time. I can't be away from home 4 nights a week, but I
know I can handle the class load. It's taking me a whole extra year to get my degree.

3/7/2022 5:16 PM

193 The online curriculum allows me to work on my class items around my fluctuating work
schedule.

3/7/2022 4:13 PM

194 Personally with work and everyday life online make this so much easier for me, I would say it
does take some time to get used to, learning how to manage your time with the assignments is
very important, second I choose in school I think this way is the best way if you have the time
to do so but unfortunately most of us don't. Lastly I did the blended classes i personally have
not taken one but I feel like I would rather have one or the other I wouldn't want to do both

3/7/2022 3:29 PM

195 I personally need the face to face to ask questions etc, Blended for the second cuz I am doing
pretty good in that class I would rather be at home doing the work. third online cuz online just
sucks

3/7/2022 1:56 PM

196 Too hard face to face when a single mom working full time. Need online 3/7/2022 1:33 PM
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197 I have found that I prefer all online courses or all in person courses. Blended courses make it
harder for me since I work full time in retail and my hours vary. I also can not get the covid
vaccine so I prefer online at this time.

3/7/2022 1:12 PM

198 I love online classes. I'm more of a homebody and my life gets pretty busy sometimes, so
being able to take online classes is a lifesaver. I have only taken three face-to-face classes,
and I liked two of them. Even though I liked them, I don't think I would come back to face-to-
face classes. It's much more convenient online.

3/7/2022 12:40 PM

199 I don't mind any of them but having classes blended just is much more convenient and makes
my time schedule more flexible.

3/7/2022 12:17 PM

200 I prefer having someone teaching me that I can watch as they work and go to immediately with
any problems. It is harder to get help quickly online waiting for email responses.

3/7/2022 12:17 PM

201 I really like to have class online so I can still learn all of the material that I need to do and still
have some face to face with the professors.

3/7/2022 12:16 PM

202 I like working on my own time and not having to make trips to the college, but I also like my
schedule to be steady and not switch from online to in person depending on the day

3/7/2022 11:47 AM

203 I mostly prefer face to face and coming on campus for classes or blended being on zoom or in
the classroom because I find it much easier personally for myself to learn better when
communicating face to face whether it be on zoom or in person and I understand things better
and I can ask questions at any time if needed. I least prefer just on online and no on campus
requirement because I learn better doing things face to face and have a set schedule for
things, and yes, I do like being able to do things at my own pace sometimes, but I learn and
understand better when it's face to face.

3/7/2022 8:40 AM

204 I prefer online as everything is one spot and all online, meaning that I can work at near my own
pace until the due date. Face to Face again means everything is in "one spot", so it's much
easier than blended, though I do have things going on so reporting to class at night or in the
morning (not high school classes) would kinda be in the way of high school classes. I already
said why for blended.

3/7/2022 7:40 AM

205 I have 4 kids and work full time, working online when I am able to is the only way I can be
successful.

3/7/2022 7:36 AM

206 Most ranking offers convenience, comfort, saves time and gas. Least ranking in my opinion
seems to be confusing switching back and forth. Trying to keep up with the schedule would be
added stress. (I never did this method before)

3/7/2022 6:16 AM

207 Because it's more peaceful and understanding. 3/7/2022 4:09 AM

208 Blended gives us a chance to meet f2f and seek help if needed 3/6/2022 9:44 PM

209 Face to face is more beneficial for a lecture in case there is a question about the material. The
question can be asked right then and there and not have to wait for an email back. I chose
blended as number two because some things can easily be done online and other things can
be done in person.

3/6/2022 9:37 PM

210 I love being online with my classes because of the flexibility of my schedule. I can do work
ahead of time and get it finished.

3/6/2022 9:23 PM

211 I prefer the online courses because I get to pick the times I apply and study instead of a set
time and days

3/6/2022 9:13 PM

212 I have learned in previous semesters that i do not learn as well online as i do in person. In
person classes are easier for comprehension, time management, and question clarity

3/6/2022 9:09 PM

213 I like working at my own pace and if I need help from a professor I will contact them on my
own for a more one on one conversation.

3/6/2022 8:07 PM

214 I put Online as option 1 due the fact, covid is still a thing. It's also much easier to balance our
lives and the times we face through a computer screen. The worlds problem don't just go away
and I believe it would be safer if it all were online.

3/6/2022 7:24 PM

215 i hate that i have to wait for my teacher to decide when i need to show up 3/6/2022 7:11 PM

216 I ranked in-person classes at the top of this list because I prefer to have hands on learning, not 3/6/2022 7:07 PM
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reading a textbook and performing online assignments at home. Although online learning is
useful sometimes regarding schedules, hands on learning helps establish a connection
between topics and real-life experiences which is great and extremely helpful when applying
the topics learned to daily actions.

217 Online classes are more flexible for me. 3/6/2022 6:54 PM

218 I prefer online because I like to work a full time job. This does not leave much time for specific
meeting times.

3/6/2022 6:37 PM

219 I prefer online so I can manage my time instead of a class that I have to go to once or twice a
week.

3/6/2022 5:28 PM

220 I am back to work full time and it would be very difficult to go to face to face classes. 3/6/2022 5:00 PM

221 My choice for the class modalities is because a goood balance of delivery of material helps
enhance learning. In the world we live now it is important to use technology, but as humans we
need real-time interactions for our survival, which I see us have best experience learning new
subject areas. Right now do not like completely online classes because have been remote a
lot the past two years and am figuring out it is not easy and convenient to teach something
effectively over a light up screen.

3/6/2022 2:46 PM

222 1. Allows me the flexibility to accommodate family and employment schedules. Saves on
travel expenses and time. 2. Blended was still nice as I was able to save travel time and
expenses. and still allowed flexibility. 3. Difficult to schedule around employment schedule and
travel times and expenses costly.

3/6/2022 2:15 PM

223 I learn much better in person than online, although I do like the convenience of online learning
it is more difficult to learn that way in my opinion.

3/6/2022 12:47 PM

224 I learn better being in a classroom environment, so it is ideal to have in person or blended
classes. I have participated in online classes in the past and struggled to learn as well as I
have in person.

3/6/2022 12:02 PM

225 I work full time and have children. I would not be able to attend school if I had to do any face-
to-face type classes. The online classes allow me to fluctuate my schooling around my family
and business schedule

3/6/2022 11:39 AM

226 I chose face to face as my #1 because I learn better face to face. I chose blended as #2
because it gives me the face to face to help me learn and it gives me wiggle room in my
schedule for the week. #3 I chose online, which is okay but I just feel like I have too many
distractions to focus on the class.

3/6/2022 10:09 AM

227 I prefer completely online, but understand that some classes need to be in person for some of
the time.

3/6/2022 10:01 AM

228 I put Online as my first because of the ease I have when it comes to doing other activities. For
example, my work schedule. I am more flexible, which I love, because I took most of my
classes online. However, I then put face-to-face 2nd because I love to see people, and I
actually learn when I'm in face-to-face.

3/6/2022 9:48 AM

229 I prefer an online format due to my schedule. I have 5 children and my youngest is autistic.
The online schedule gives me the freedom to work at my own pace and complete assignments
whenever I can. If there happens to be a glitch in my normal schedule and my kids are home
from school, I don't have to worry about finding someone to watch them while I run to class or
risk missing a class. The only reason I was able to return to school was due to the flexibility of
online classes. I hope they are offered every semester to help working moms achieve their
dreams of completing their degree.

3/6/2022 9:01 AM

230 Online allows me to work at my own pace a little more, it's also a lot more flexible, and I get to
read and/or watch videos that I can repeat of the professor explaining whatever topic he/she
has for the week.

3/6/2022 4:12 AM

231 I chose face-to-face as my least preferred because I'm always working and helping out at
home, so it's hard to do a regular class schedule. However, this year I have done both blended
and online classes and I preferred it better. Being able to do an online class and doing zoom
calls have helped a lot with my work scedual.

3/6/2022 12:55 AM

232 I feel like the need for face to face is not always called for in some of the classes and in 3/6/2022 12:16 AM
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others online could cause issues for learning.

233 I choose online as my first because it gives me more flexibility to work and take classes.
Number 3 I choose face to face, cause in all honesty, I do miss being in class to learn. And I
have never taken a blended class, so it just came last.

3/5/2022 6:16 PM

234 Option to complete work when I have availability. 3/5/2022 5:25 PM

235 Face to Face is really important for me because I like to ask questions. Having the Professor
available to see my work and talk it out until I have a good understanding is essential to
learning correctly. I am taking CAD this semester Online format only and since this is a
computer based program and my professor is very thorough on explaining our work
assignments, the class has run pretty well for me. Not all classes are good for online format. I
would have appreciated our drawing weeks to be done in the classroom for CAD. I took
Environmental Science online and would have preferred it to be in person. It seems when
certain classes have a lot of different information coming at me so fast, in person would be
much better for me. The Blended classes are ok, as long as we get to have zoom times and
meet with the professor for labs and such. My Renewable Energy class was supposed to be
blended, but we only met a few times during the semester. I would have liked more instructor
time with actually instruction. I need visuals and presentations. Jon Austin(AC/DC Motors) is
really good at Blended Classrooms. He made everyone feel comfortable both inside the
classrooms and on Zoom. He had lots of presentations and great tutorials.

3/5/2022 4:30 PM

236 Best for me 3/5/2022 3:49 PM

237 I learn better with some coursework being done at the college versus in my home. 3/5/2022 2:12 PM

238 My preferences are based on my own personal scheduling and what I feel I have time for. It is
easiest for me to have all my classes online only. I prefer blended the least because it seems
more complicated.

3/5/2022 12:09 PM

239 I prefer online classes and learning at this point in my life. I am an adult learner who works full
time plus and a parent of a minor with extra-curricular activities. Meeting times and actual
classroom times would prohibit me from taking the classes that I need to accomplish my
goals. As an instructor myself I realize there is definitely value in face-to-face learning but i
believe your online programs, have at this point, been able to meet my learning needs. For the
most part my professors have run very good programs and been available for clarification in all
the classes I have taken since 2020. Thank you for asking for the learners perspective. Mary

3/5/2022 11:41 AM

240 I work full time, I'm a mother, and a wife. on line courses fit my lifestyle 3/5/2022 11:16 AM

241 I prefer the blended classes over the strictly face to face classes becasue it accommodates
my schedule and give me the opportunity to get assistance from the professor. Some things
are better taught and shown in person versus online. Lab classes should NOT be conducted on
line, but in person.

3/5/2022 11:10 AM

242 Online fits best around work and kids 3/5/2022 11:03 AM

243 Blended provides the best of both worlds for me as a student who is working full time.
Although as a student coming from high school, face to face interaction with the instructor and
other students was best for me. Blended also works with limited independent transportation as
a student with a disability.

3/5/2022 7:32 AM

244 i prefer the face to face for classes, if unavailable to do so full time, then at least for half of the
classes. if not possible at all for face to face then online.

3/5/2022 1:34 AM

245 I am a full time mother and teacher and I need the flexibility of online. I would however the
teachers to be more understanding- especially with medical emergencies. I was asked by a
professor to let her know the next time I am "planning a trip to the ER;" that's not something
you plan...

3/4/2022 8:42 PM

246 I like the flexibility of having an online only class. Face-to-Face is nice for the environment and
being able to assist and/or ask questions easier. Blended is okay, but i'd prefer it to be purely
online or purely in class.

3/4/2022 8:39 PM

247 The online works better with my daily schedule as I work full time as well. I also learn better
online

3/4/2022 8:26 PM

248 I prefer both blended and completely online classes the most because it works out a lot better 3/4/2022 7:14 PM
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with my schedule. I think it is the most convenient and allows me to get ahead in my classes
when I would like.

249 I selected online as my most preferred modality format because of my work schedule. I work
M-F 8am-5pm. Most college classes that are face-to-face are during these hours. Very little are
classes offered during the evening. Online is my only realistic option of obtaining a degree. I
also love online classes because I can go at my own pace respectively and prioritize the
assignments. It's easier for me to learn on my own this way.

3/4/2022 6:05 PM

250 My work and family responsibilities would likely prevent me from completing my degree if
forced to come to campus at a scheduled time. The time flexibility of the online classes is the
only reason I am able to attend.

3/4/2022 5:41 PM

251 I honestly just prefer to be able to work at my own pace online, I feel like I am being judged too
harshly while in a class with other people there.

3/4/2022 5:35 PM

252 I prefer a combination of online content and in-person content because there is always a
means of contacting the teacher, whether it be email or face-to-face interactions. While I do not
dislike mandatory class attendance, I just prefer partial online work.

3/4/2022 4:58 PM

253 I prefer F2F learning. I do not learn well with a fully online course. 3/4/2022 4:30 PM

254 I prefer for online classes because I am able to work on my class work whenever and where
ever I want to. Gives me more freedom for work and other life events.

3/4/2022 4:20 PM

255 Due to my medical conditions, I require frequent visits with my doctors. Asynchronous online
courses allow me to more easily budget my time to complete work while not missing any
appointments. Blended courses in my opinion are a hassle in terms of schedules and
participation; at least with face-to-face learning, there is more consistency.

3/4/2022 4:15 PM

256 I prefer to to do class work in the comfort of my home and online or mostly online courses
make it easy for me to do the work and take care of a newborn as well.

3/4/2022 3:28 PM

257 I would prefer to have 100% online and Face-to-Face, instead of half and half. I feel I have a
better understanding of my schedule. My psychology class is 100% online and my ECE
classes are 100% in person and this is what I prefer. I am enjoying my semester.

3/4/2022 2:07 PM

258 I am currently unable to attend in person classes on a weekly basis due to my living situation
so I prefer online courses.

3/4/2022 1:33 PM

259 Online instruction is a better fit with my other responsibilities of family and work. It allows me
flexibility to learn on a schedule I create.

3/4/2022 1:28 PM

260 I have noticed since I was in high school and the first semester that I worked efficiently with
face-to-face class. I'm more productive and always on top of everything and that is the reason
why Face-To-face is ranked 1 as my most preferred format. I ranked blended as second since
I can also attend the class face-to-face and I can work on my own pace at the same time. I
ranked Online-Asynchronous as third because I have noticed from the first three weeks of my
online classes --- for second semester --- that I am not as motivated as Fall semester. My
performance are not bad, but they are not good either. I have my major class, AnaPhy, online
and I am having a hard time learning each material. I really prefer learning on campus.

3/4/2022 1:11 PM

261 It just works better for my schedule. I like the flexibility. I like blended format with the meeting
in person one day a week and then the rest being virtual. I feel like that gives me the best of
both worlds.

3/4/2022 1:03 PM

262 Going in person gives me a lot of anxiety. I do better online due to not having as much anxiety 3/4/2022 1:03 PM

263 I selected all online for my most preferred because it is better for my working schedule, and I
like to be in a familiar home environment when doing work or studying.

3/4/2022 12:58 PM

264 MCCC has fantastic professors, that is why I keep coming back, semester after semester.
However, this sadly is not the norm today. Some professors are still teaching, but too many
are taking advantage of covid and have quit teaching. Both of my classes are Online (L) this
semester, and I HATE it for Accounting II. I am teaching myself. I could do that for free, as I
don't really need the credit. I love to learn. But I am not really learning this way. And it's not
just me. What is the teacher doing when there is zero contact, and only a discussion board for
questions? Cengage does the grading of everything except 3 reflections. If I were teaching
myself I would not even do the reflections. My Philosophy is okay as it was always an online

3/4/2022 11:56 AM
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class. Many students agree with my opinion, and I think there will be hard times for the college
if they remain allowing too many L classes. I have 2 grandchildren 19 and 20, who want to
start college, but cannot, because they can not learn in an online environment. Please go back
to traditional! I will wear a mask forever if need be.

265 I have only taken college classes since covid began, so being all online and blended is the
only ones I have taken part of. I don't really know what it was like before all of this.

3/4/2022 10:59 AM

266 By seeing the teacher in person I can easily ask questions and for clarification. Live lectures
make the subject easier to understand and visualize.

3/4/2022 10:21 AM

267 Face to face for my learning style is best. I feel that I am present and can interact with the
class in a more hands on fashion. Blended is not bad, however, online work does feel a bit
harder to engage in the material. Online is my least favorite. For me, I feel that I can take
advantage of a class and be easily distracted. When online learning is necessary, I feel as
though it socially isolates me in some ways.

3/4/2022 9:57 AM

268 I prefer online due to busy work schedule 3/4/2022 9:44 AM

269 I prefer in person learning but since I am dual enrolling the classes online works best for me
and my schedule. I like the online courses and having the option!

3/4/2022 9:25 AM

270 I would rather go to college in person, but with my work schedule, I have to go to school
online.

3/4/2022 8:39 AM

271 I chose online first because this campus course times are not suited for returning to college
older adults. I have one class that is blended and the latest it was offered was 2pm. I had to
change my schedule in order to attend a mid afternoon class. Online is easier for me to take
because I can do the work/lectures on my time. I'm finding out that this college isn't really
made for older adults with daytime jobs. I picked blended as my second choice because if I
have to drive to Monroe for a class I would prefer to do it only once a week and have the
second class online. This is just easier for me. Face to Face was my last choice. Again this
goes back to the lack of classes offered in the late afternoon and evening for working adults.
When I spoke to the counselor before registering she assured me that this was a good college
for adults going back to school. Unless the classes are offered online then most adults with full
time jobs can't take a face-to-face class when its offered at 9-4.

3/4/2022 8:19 AM

272 Some of the courses I took online were more difficult than the ones I took blended due to the
fact we had not one single lecture but the online classes I took that we would some lectures
definitely helped me way more.

3/4/2022 8:16 AM

273 I work 40+ hours a week and have a family so the complete asynchronous classes allow me to
work classes into my busy life. If the online did not exist I would not be able to attend college

3/4/2022 8:03 AM

274 I selected Face-To-Face for my first choice because it is the environment in which I learn best.
I put Blended as my second choice because it still included some interaction with a teacher,
which still works for me. I put Online last because I find that style of learning harder to
manage, but it is not bad just different from Face-To-Face or even Blended.

3/4/2022 8:01 AM

275 I have a busy schedule, and online classes work great for that. On the other hand, doing
everything online is SO much harder than face-to-face.

3/4/2022 7:46 AM

276 I chose fully online for my first choice because the courses I chose last semester and current
semester have been easier classes that do not really have any extra benefit to being in
person.

3/4/2022 7:42 AM

277 I am a mom of 3 and work so online is easiest for me. 3/4/2022 5:50 AM

278 Having taken both online, blended and in person classes I feel that the online classes are not
suited for every course. Some courses require questions that should be answered by the
professor. Email correspondence works but sometimes the response comes too late.

3/4/2022 5:43 AM

279 I've only taken one blended course so far. My instructor is Amy Tennant and she is a great
instructor. She makes the classes fun and interesting although we aren't face to face. I enjoy
the online courses because I can do them at my convenience. Sometimes it is hard to
organize the material in terms of studying for tests but I'm always able to keep my
assignments in order and to submit them on time. Overall I enjoy the online courses because
they fit my busy lifestyle with work and children.

3/4/2022 2:39 AM
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280 personally learn best through discussion. face to face is preferred but even required zoom is
good because we still have that discussion and communication as a class which helps me
grasp the topic better.

3/3/2022 11:34 PM

281 I am sure it is possible to learn either way, although sometimes it is necessary to be
questioning a professional in the area for good accurate answers.

3/3/2022 11:09 PM

282 I do not like online learning. I would rather be in the classroom with other students and the
professor

3/3/2022 10:32 PM

283 I picked online first because it give me time to work on my assignments at my own pace. I do
not have a set time to feel rushed to turn in assignments. I picked face to face second
because I am a better visual learner in certain classes. I picked blended last because zooms
sometimes are hard to get into and stress people out when it doesn’t work right. I would prefer
the other options instead.

3/3/2022 10:29 PM

284 Blended: It is easy to balance classes this way by breaking up in class time to different days.
Face-to-Face: It is easy to get overwhelmed depending on the class. Online: It is very easy to
forget about assignments when taking and online class.

3/3/2022 9:55 PM

285 I prefer in person. I do not like the forums I hesitate because I know we are living in a fragile
society and opinions causes people to stereotype who they think you should be. In person
engage you more with your classmates. I also like that one of my instructors uses a MCCC
number for his class.Basically I do not want to be frofiled I have dealt with it for 43 years.thank
you.Trazara Fuller

3/3/2022 9:41 PM

286 Online classes afford me the ability to take classes with my very busy work/life balance. I can
better plan my learning with all virtual learning

3/3/2022 9:38 PM

287 I feel like its easier to learn face to face. Online gets confusing especially if you can’t
communicate with your teacher through email.

3/3/2022 9:10 PM

288 Online allows me to work and attend school as needed without having to rush over from work.
It just allows more freedom for individuals who do not have the freedom to attend class in the
middle of the day. Face to face is fine but unfortunately in my program only specific meeting
times exist for certain classes.

3/3/2022 8:30 PM

289 I can take all four classes that I need to graduate if I can take them online. Otherwise, I can
only take two in the fall and two in the winter. I can't be at school 4-5 nights a week because of
kids and work. I can handle the workload, but I can't be gone at school 4 nights. I can finish
sooner if I can do online.

3/3/2022 7:41 PM

290 I prefer to have face to face over anything because, it is just better to have that
communication and contact with your professors and be able to have that more better
experience. I do like online classes because you are able to work at your own pace, and
blended courses can sometimes become confusing with when to be synchronous and when to
not be.

3/3/2022 7:38 PM

291 I chose face-to-face as my favorite because it's easier to learn the material when you have an
actual connection between the professor and the other students I chose online as my second
favorite because I didn't mind doing work online, even though I prefer face-to-face. I like the
blended option the least because I don't like attending the lectures through zoom.

3/3/2022 7:25 PM

292 Online is my most preferred method of taking classes simply because it offers more flexibility
with my work and family schedule. I also like that online courses allow me to be able to spend
more time working on things that I might be struggling with, and less time focusing on areas of
work that I feel that I am excelling at. A strict in person schedule would not work for me due to
very little flexibility in my work schedule.

3/3/2022 7:14 PM

293 I selected my least-preferred format because it was the only mode available for that course. I
mainly prefer online classes because there is more time available to work on assignments.

3/3/2022 7:08 PM

294 I prefer online because I work full time and am a mother of 2. If I wasn't working full time, I
would like the blended. If I had more free time I would enjoy in person.

3/3/2022 5:57 PM

295 I made Blended a one, because its easier for me since I don't have a driver's license. That's
also why I made face-to-face a two. Though I enjoy being there in person and it can be better
for asking questions.

3/3/2022 5:17 PM
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296 Online is best for me because I also work full time. Face to Face is nearly impossible for those
that hold down a full time job. Blended is an option, but only if those classes are offered after
normal office hours.

3/3/2022 5:01 PM

297 I work full time and need the flexibility to complete my courses in off ours. 3/3/2022 4:45 PM

298 I prefer to learn face- to-face but I understand that there are circumstances that do not make
that possible.

3/3/2022 4:40 PM

299 I am an adult student, I hold a full time job, and I am also married with 3 children. I require a
flexible learning option that allows me to complete my coursework in my own schedule.

3/3/2022 4:38 PM

300 I LOVE online school. It allows me to do school around my hectic schedule. 3/3/2022 4:28 PM

301 I do not like using zoom or other virtual learning programs. I would rather be in person or not at
all an left to do my assignments without specific meeting times.

3/3/2022 4:14 PM

302 I prefer the face to face most of the time but for this class it was best to do online because of
my busy schedule talking my dad to appointments since he is recovering from a stroke he
suffered last year.

3/3/2022 3:56 PM

303 Online Courses are nice to have so that you can do some components at your own pace like
taking notes, and then the deadlines for assignments are a good length to give adequate time
to complete them. I don't have a problem with face-to-face or blended, I just think that the
pacing of online courses is a lot easier to manage.

3/3/2022 3:49 PM

304 I selected blended as my most preferred because it works best with my work schedule while
still providing me classroom time over zoom. I selected face to face as my least favorite
because if I miss a day, due to any reason, I will get behind in the class.

3/3/2022 3:43 PM

305 I need to be in a classroom setting in order to learn and stay focused. Online learning is a
struggle struggle me.

3/3/2022 3:38 PM

306 I prefer choosing my own schedule and working at my own pace. 3/3/2022 3:36 PM

307 I'm in high-school as well so it's easier for me to complete collage work online rather than in
person.

3/3/2022 3:35 PM

308 1. Face-to-face because I find it easier pay attention in class, professors tend to be more
communicative, and assignments/tests are more clear 2. Blended is number 2 because I don't
mind the occasional zoom meeting for class. But what I don't like about this option is that
professors will use this as an excuse to assign extra work instead of holding meetings which in
my opinion, I'm not learning as well with that approach. 3. I have not taken an online only class

3/3/2022 3:34 PM

309 Online learning for me is an easy way for me to get distracted even though I managed to work
things out for the better

3/3/2022 3:24 PM

310 With my work and home schedule, online classes are easier. Face to face would be my next
preference to get a better understanding of the class.

3/3/2022 3:24 PM

311 I personally struggle with social anxiety, so having the option to complete my courses online
helps a lot. However, I ranked the blended format as number one because having that option to
ease in to face-to-face learning where I’m comfortable is a format that has proved to be helpful
for me in the past.

3/3/2022 3:14 PM

312 Blended allows the most flexibility with my schedule while still allowing meet to meet in person
with my professors . Constantly meeting online creates a disconnect between me and my
coursework when I cannot meet in person with my instructors.

3/3/2022 3:08 PM

313 When you go to college you would expect someone to teach you the proper way to do this
online classes are like watching YouTube videos and trying to fix your furnace not the best
method In my opinion the online professors do not teach they just release info and expect you
to learn it on your own that might be ok if you wanna buy a degree but i personally would prefer
to know what I'm doing so when i get out in the world I am confinate in my ability also it can
very discouraging when you cant figure it out on your own you start asking yourself maybe I
am not smart enough to go to college which I believe is one of the reasons the graduation rate
is so low at mccc

3/3/2022 3:05 PM

314 I work full time and have 3 children, I'm a Michigan Reconnect student and online works best
for my schedule.

3/3/2022 2:57 PM
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315 Hands on learning is the easiest for me. I also do like online classes for some classes. 3/3/2022 2:56 PM

316 I love zoom lectures, I can focus much better at home watching and participating in them than
I do in the classroom setting. I felt I learned better and absorbed the information more when we
did the zoom lectures.

3/3/2022 2:48 PM

317 When I take an online class, it is more convenient to just be online instead of having to
commit to doing both.

3/3/2022 2:44 PM

318 In person classes are more engaging than purely online classes. 3/3/2022 2:36 PM

319 I have a job and am 52 yo. I am self driven. I like working at my pace with the option of
coming to campus if need be. I appreciate that some classes require on site work, but for
those that do not, I prefer the blended option.

3/3/2022 2:35 PM

320 I prefer learning in an in class setting 3/3/2022 2:33 PM

321 I don’t really like class on zoom calls 3/3/2022 2:32 PM

322 I feel that with everyone’s busy lives, an online option allowing you to complete your work on
your own time is a good option. Most times it is hard to go to a designated class time when
working students have a shift at work to attend.

3/3/2022 2:32 PM

323 I learn the best face to face in a classroom because i do better watching someone write on a
board rather than reading off a pre printed page. I can also take notes better. If more online
teachers made videos of them teaching how they would in class rather than just sending out
the chapter to read and the homework/test to take i think there would be a higher percentage of
people taking more online classes

3/3/2022 2:32 PM

324 I prefer the online format due to having social anxiety and I have learned that I learn better
doing things online.

3/3/2022 2:32 PM

325 I work full time 8-5 so online is my most preferred for the demanding job that I have. It lets me
get things done in a manner that benefits me.

3/3/2022 2:31 PM

326 The blended format has always been a horrible experience for me. Either go all in person or all
online. Face to face is the best way to go and I believe it is time we go back to in person.

3/3/2022 2:31 PM

327 I learn better face to face! 3/3/2022 2:31 PM

328 Works better with my work schedule 3/3/2022 2:30 PM

329 Being online fits my work schedule and let’s me work at my own pace most of the time. 3/3/2022 2:30 PM
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